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Abstract— We introduce a unified framework that interrelates
three different types of policies that will be used in autonomic
computing systems: Action, Goal, and Utility Function policies.
Our policy framework is based on concepts from artificial
intelligence such as states, actions, and rational agents. We show
how the framework can be used to support the use of all three
types of policies within a single autonomic component or system,
and use the framework to discuss the relative merits of each type.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In order to cope with the ever increasing complexity of
managing distributed, heterogeneous computing systems, it has
been proposed that the systems themselves should manage
their own behavior in accordance with high-level objectives
from human administrators [1]. This vision of self-managing
systems is sometimes referred to as autonomic computing[2].
Given these high-level objectives, autonomic computing systems will autonomously perform many of the tasks that are
now beginning to overwhelm human administrators, including
conﬁguration, optimization, healing, and protection.
Numerous and varied deﬁnitions of policy (e.g., [3], [4], [5],
[6], to cite just a few) have been put forward in recent years.
Common to most of them is the notion that policies are a form
of guidance used to determine decisions and actions. Given
the numerous disciplines that are brought together under the
umbrella of autonomic computing, any single formal deﬁnition
of policy is likely to be too restrictive to cover all of the
many forms of behavioral guidance that will be required.
Instead, we prefer to adopt a very broad, loose deﬁnition
of policy for autonomic computing: a policy is any type of
formal behavioral guide. Clearly, then, policies as we deﬁne
them have a fundamentally important role to play in autonomic
computing.
In this paper, we approach autonomic computing policies
from the perspective of the artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) ﬁeld.1
AI is an appropriate core discipline from which to borrow
concepts and techniques for autonomic computing, as automated decision making is its central focus. More speciﬁcally,
one popular view of the ﬁeld of AI—outlined by Russell
and Norvig in their standard text on AI [7]—is that it is
fundamentally concerned with the design of rational agents.
A rational agent is any entity that perceives and acts upon its
environment, selecting actions that, on the basis of information
1 In AI, there is a more speciﬁc deﬁnition of policy, described later. Except
where noted, we use our speciﬁed deﬁnition of policy.

from sensors and built-in knowledge, are expected to maximize
the agent’s objective. Since this is precisely the behavior we
demand of autonomic components, it is essential that they be
designed as rational agents.
Russell and Norvig outline a series of progressively more
sophisticated and ﬂexible approaches to rational agent design.
We review three here. A reflex agent uses if-then action rules
that specify exactly what to do under the current condition.
In this case, rational behavior is essentially compiled in by
the designer, or somehow pre-computed. A goal-based agent
exhibits rationality to the degree to which it can effectively
determine which actions to take to achieve speciﬁed goals,
allowing it greater ﬂexibility than a reﬂex agent. A utilitybased agent is rational to the extent that it chooses the
actions to maximize its utility function, which allows a ﬁner
distinction between the desirability of different states than do
goals.
As we demonstrate in this paper, these three notions of
agenthood can fruitfully be codiﬁed into three policy types
for autonomic computing. The Action policies that form the
basis of reﬂex agents will be essential for early autonomic
systems, and will likely continue to prove useful in more
advanced systems. However, higher-level Goal policies and
Utility Function policies are necessary to realize the vision
of truly self-managing systems.
For expository simplicity, Russell and Norvig describe these
three types of policies (although they do not refer to them
as such) as being embodied in different types of agents.
However, a sophisticated agent in a complex environment
such as an autonomic computing system may potentially use
a mixture of these different policy types for various types
of decisions. Moreover, in an autonomic computing system,
there will be a multiplicity of autonomous agents serving
a variety of purposes, each potentially relying on different
types of policies. In order to support multiple policy types
within a single autonomic component or system, we propose
a uniﬁed framework that interrelates Action, Goal, and Utility
Function policies. The framework also helps to clarify the
relative advantages and disadvantages of different types of
policy, such as their susceptibility to mutual conﬂicts, and the
situations in which each is most appropriate.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to explore the full range
of technical issues involved in creating and deploying policies
in a real system. Rather, we outline the relationship between
policies in the uniﬁed framework and, using an autonomic
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data center scenario, we highlight some of the complexities
of applying the different policy types at multiple levels in
the data center system. In Section II, we deﬁne these three
types of policies and outline a uniﬁed framework into which
they all ﬁt, including the relationships among the three types.
In Section III, we discuss a prototype system in which we
have implemented these types of policies and describe how
they are used in practice, focusing in particular on policies for
system performance management and resource allocation. We
conclude in Section IV.

•

II. U NIFIED F RAMEWORK
The uniﬁed framework we outline for autonomic computing
policies is based upon the notions of states and actions that are
quite familiar in the computer science literature, particularly in
the realm of AI. In general, one can characterize a system, or
a system component, as being in a state S at a given moment
in time. Typically, the state S can be described as a vector
of attributes, each of which is either measured directly by
a sensor, or perhaps inferred or synthesized from lower-level
sensor measurements. A policy will directly or indirectly cause
an action a to be taken, the result of which is that the system or
component will make a deterministic or probabilistic transition
to a new state σ.2 This sequence of events is depicted in
Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. States and actions: the basis for a uniﬁed framework for autonomic
computing policy.

At least three types of policy will be useful for autonomic
computing. We present them in order from the lowest to the
highest level of behavioral speciﬁcation.
• Action Policies. An Action policy dictates the action that
should be taken whenever the system is in a given current
state. Typically this takes the form of IF(Condition)
THEN(Action), where Condition speciﬁes either a speciﬁc state or a set of possible states that all satisfy the
given Condition. Note that the state that will be reached
by taking the given action is not speciﬁed explicitly.
Presumably, the author knows which state will be reached
upon taking the recommended action3 , and deems this
2 For the sake of simplicity, we implicitly assume deterministic transitions
in most of this paper.
3 Or the probability distribution of states that could be reached, in the case
of probabilistic state transitions.

•

state more desirable than states that would be reached via
alternative actions. This is generally necessary to ensure
that the system is exhibiting rational behavior. Related
work on using Action policies for network and systems
optimization includes [8], [9], [10], [11].
Goal Policies. Rather than specifying exactly what to do
in the current state S, Goal policies specify either a single
desired state σ, or one or more criteria that characterize an
entire set of desired states. Implicitly, any member of this
set is equally acceptable—Goal policies cannot express
ﬁne distinctions in preference. The system is responsible
for computing an action a (or possibly a sequence of
actions or a workﬂow) that will cause the system to make
a transition from the current state S to some desired
state σ. Rather than relying on a human to explicitly
encode rational behavior, as in Action policies, the system
generates rational behavior itself from the Goal policy.
This permits greater ﬂexibility, and frees human policymakers from the necessity of knowing low-level details
of system function, at the cost of requiring reasonably
sophisticated planning or modeling algorithms. Related
work on using Goal policies for network and system
optimization includes [12], [13], [14].
Utility Function Policies. A Utility Function policy is
an objective function that expresses the value of each
possible state. Utility Function policies generalize Goal
policies. Instead of performing a binary classiﬁcation into
desirable vs. undesirable states, they ascribe a real-valued
scalar desirability to each state. Because the most desired
state is not speciﬁed in advance, it is computed on a
recurrent basis by selecting from the present collection of
feasible states the one that has the highest utility. Utility
Function policies provide more ﬁne-grained and ﬂexible
speciﬁcation of behavior than Goal and Action policies.
In situations in which multiple Goal policies would
conflict (i.e. they could not be simultaneously achieved),
Utility Function Policies allow for unambiguous, rational
decision making by specifying the appropriate tradeoff.
On the other hand, Utility Functions policies can require
policy authors to specify a multi-dimensional set of
preferences, which may be difﬁcult to elicit, and furthermore they require the use of modeling, optimization, and
possibly other algorithms. Related work on using Utility
Function policies for network and systems optimization
includes [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21].

It is instructive to compare our broad deﬁnition of policy
to the standard deﬁnition used in AI, namely that a policy
speciﬁes a mapping from any state to the action that should
be taken in that state [7]. In our terms, this notion of policy is
a set of Action policies, in which the Conditions fully cover
the state space, and in which each state is mapped to a unique
action. Implicit in their deﬁnition, there are no policy conﬂicts,
and the policy is a single coherent, consistent mapping from
state to action. In order for an autonomic system or component
to exhibit rational behavior, an Action policy set must cover
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every state in the relevant state space and provide a single
unique action for each. Unfortunately, when even moderately
large sets of Action policies are created manually by people, it
is quite difﬁcult to ensure that the resulting policy set satisﬁes
this criterion. Recognizing then the fallibility of humans in
specifying Action policies, we need additional mechanisms
to help reduce the potential for conﬂicts, and to handle them
when they do arise. We discuss this further in the next section.
Modeling,
Optimization

Actions

Modeling,
Generative
Planning

Goals

Feasible States,
Optimization

Utility Functions

Higher-level behavioral specifications

Fig. 2.

Relationships between different types of policy.

Alternatively, coherent action can be automatically derived
from the higher level forms of policy. Figure 2 illustrates the
relationships between the three types of policy in a uniﬁed
framework. Goal policies are translated into actions during
system operation by any of a variety of methods including
generative planning [7, chapter 11] for example. To generate
a sequence of actions that achieves the desired goal, generative
planning necessarily takes into account the results of performing an action. This in turn requires that the system have a
model of itself that indicates how actions change the state
of the system. In simple cases, translation of Goal policies
into actions can be achieved purely via modeling without any
planning, as will be illustrated in the next section.
Implementing Utility Function policies requires optimization algorithms. Because Utility Functions are a function of
states, it might appear easy and natural to use optimization to
directly identify the most desirable state as a Goal from which
actions can then be derived via planning and/or modeling.
However, one needs to identify the most valuable feasible
state, and in general that identiﬁcation requires system modeling. A likely byproduct of such modeling is knowledge
of the low-level actions that result in a given state. Thus,
once the most optimal state is identiﬁed, it is likely that the
actions required to achieve that state are already known, so
the intermediate step of establishing a goal state can be bypassed. Furthermore, deriving actions directly from the Utility
Function policy allows the optimizer to take into account
the potential costs of actions. Costs could include explicit
monetary costs (such as the cost of power for running a server
or the cost of obtaining computation from a data center), or
opportunity costs (the cost, not explicitly modeled in the utility
function, of not doing something else of value).
In many dynamic autonomic computing scenarios Utility
Function policies would be optimized online to compute
the best actions for the current state. There can also be
situations in which it is feasible to use the utility function
to compute an entire Action policy set ofﬂine, which is then

interpreted by the running system. This approach is taken
in the decision-theoretic planning literature by using Markov
Decision Processes [22] to compute the actions that should
be taken every state such that the optimal expected sum of
(discounted) utility is obtained over the sequence of all states
visited. A hybrid approach can also be taken, whereby the
policy set is periodically recomputed online when conditions
change sufﬁciently to make the old policy set suboptimal.
It is worth noting that Utility Function policies can be
properly viewed as generalizations of Goal policies. Indeed,
conceptually, a utility function can be deﬁned by specifying
a complete set of disjoint goals and assigning values to them.
(This is not generally feasible when there is a large state space,
and is impossible if the state space is continuous. In these
cases, more compact functional expressions of utility functions
are more practical.) On the other hand, although Action
policies are computed by optimizing Utility Function policies,
there is no meaningful sense in which Utility Function policies
can be derived from Action policies because Action policies
are deﬁned over the current state space and Utility Function
policies are deﬁned over the desired state space.
Although not shown, there may also be self-loops in Fig. 2.
For example, Utility Functions may be translated into other
forms of Utility Functions for use in multiple levels of decision
making. In this case, different Utility Functions correspond to
the same value system translated into different state spaces.
For instance, a Utility Function at one level could specify
the relative value of different service levels—to be used for
optimizing the performance of a stream of transactions in one
part of the system—while a Utility Function at another level
could specify the value for obtaining different amounts of
computational resources—to be used for optimally allocating
resources throughout the system. Generally, to derive some
Utility Function B from Utility Function A, a procedure
must compute, for each state in the space of B, the optimal
value that could be obtained in the space of B. This requires
optimization algorithms and a model of how available actions
can transform the state space of B to the state space of A.
The next section will demonstrate via a simple example how
a service-level utility function by one autonomic component
can be transformed into a resource-level function to be used
by another autonomic component. One can easily imagine
other examples in which Goal policies at one level can be
transformed into Goal policies at another level.
III. DATA C ENTER S CENARIO
The previous section introduced and discussed (somewhat
abstractly) three types of policies and a framework that
encompassed them. In this section, we shall illustrate and
compare the three types of policy more concretely via a data
center scenario that is based on a prototype that we and our
colleagues at IBM Research have implemented [23], [21].
As shown in Figure 3, the model data center is comprised of
a number of Application Environments that provide application
services to customers. Application Environments are logically
separated from each other, each providing a distinct application
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service using a dedicated (but dynamically allocated) pool
of resources. For simplicity of exposition, we assume that
resources are identical servers. Each Application Environment
is managed by an Application Manager (AM), which is
responsible for implementing the policies obtained from a
Policy Repository.
Each AM continually adjusts resource usage in accordance
with its policies. When demand changes signiﬁcantly, some
AMs may not be able to adequately implement their policies
with available resources. When this occurs, they can appeal to
the Resource Arbiter for additional resources. The Resource
Arbiter will consider such resource requests, and may under
some circumstances even remove resources from one AM to
give them to another if it deems this desirable.
Next, we illustrate in greater detail how policies of each
type might drive the resource allocation behavior of the AMs
and the Resource Arbiter, using this as a basis for comparing
the relative merits of each type of policy.
A. Action policies
In this subsection, we consider three Action policy sets that
might be used in our data center model: one to govern an
AM’s apportionment of its current resources among different
transaction classes, a second to govern an AM’s resource
requests to the Resource Arbiter, and a third to govern the
Resource Arbiter’s allocation of resources across different
AMs.
First, consider the following policy set, which speciﬁes
how an AM should apportion resources to Gold and Silver
transaction classes:
G. IF (RTG > 100 msec) THEN (Increase CPUG by 5%)
S. IF (RTS > 200 msec) THEN (Increase CPUS by 5%)
(1)
where RTG and RTS represent measured average response
times for Gold and Silver transaction classes, respectively,
and CPUG and CPUS represent the fraction of the CPU on
each machine that is devoted to serving Gold and Silver
class transactions, respectively. The policy pair is represented
graphically in Figure 4.
The policy pair of Eq. (1) is quite plausible: the fraction
of CPU devoted to each transaction class should be increased
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Fig. 4. Action policies for Gold and Silver transaction classes as a function
of current measured response times for each class.

whenever the response time for that class exceeds a given
threshold. Another part of each policy (not shown in Eq. (1))
would indicate the conditions under which it was to be applied;
for instance there could be a periodic trigger that causes reevaluation once every 30 seconds. Thus, if a class is still failing
to make its objective after a ﬁrst application of the pertinent
policy, subsequent applications of the policy will result in
further increases in the fraction of CPU devoted to that class,
until ﬁnally the response time goal is met.
In terms of our framework, the space of possible current
input states can be represented as a two-dimensional space
(RTG , RTS ). The condition of each Action policy deﬁnes an
entire subspace of input states that do and do not meet the
condition. The condition of the Gold policy pertains to all
states lying to the right of the vertical line at RTG = 100msec
in Figure 4, while that of the Silver policy pertains to all states
lying above the horizontal line at RTS = 200msec. These two
intersecting lines create four regions. In the upper left region,
only the Silver condition applies. In the lower right region,
only the Gold condition applies. In both of these cases, the
action to be taken is absolutely unambiguous. In the lower left
region, neither condition applies. In this region, the policies do
not explicitly state what action is to be taken, but a reasonable
default policy is to take no action in this case. The system
is satisfying both response time objectives, so no actions are
warranted. Finally, in the upper right region, both conditions
apply. If it is possible to increase both the Gold and the Silver
CPU shares by 5%, then there are no conﬂicts, and both of
these actions should be taken.
However, if the current state is in the upper right region and
Gold and Silver are already sharing the entire CPU between
them, then it is impossible to honor the Gold and Silver
policies simultaneously. With the Gold and Silver policies in
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conﬂict, the policy set as a whole is providing ambiguous,
ill-deﬁned guidance to the system. There are several ways to
remove the ambiguity in the disputed upper right region of
Fig. 4. One approach is to add meta-policies to disable some
of the conﬂicting policies or triggering conditions [24], [25].
For instance, one could add the following rule to resolve the
potential conﬂict:
IF ((ACTION1 : Increase CPUG by 5%)
AND (ACTION2 : Increase CPUS by 5%)
AND (CPUG + CPUS > 90%))

(2)

THEN(Ignore ACTION2 )
Here, we use “ACTIONi : X” to indicate that X is speciﬁed as
an action by an active rule. We label the action by i.
Another method entails modifying the individual policies to
eliminate overlapping conditions [26]. Suppose for example
that one wishes the Gold class to receive extra CPU in the
disputed region. One could add an additional clause to the
condition of the silver policy that restricts its application to the
upper left region whenever resources are sufﬁciently scarce,
e.g.,
IF ((RTS > 200msec)
AND ((RTG < 200msec) OR (CPUG + CPUS < 90%)))
THEN (Increase CPUS by 5%)
(3)
A third method is to leave the individual policies alone,
but to permit policies to override one another in the case
of conﬂict. One approach is to associate priorities with each
policy with the understanding that, among those policies
whose conditions are satisﬁed simultaneously, only the one
with the highest priority will be executed [27]. Using priorities,
one could achieve the same effect as in Eq. (3) merely by
assigning to the Gold policy and Silver policies priorities
of 10 and 5, respectively (with higher numbers indicating
higher priorities). A more elegant and ﬂexible approach is
to express policies in logic that handles conﬂicts, and deﬁne
additional policies that explicitly describe conditions under
which overriding occurs [24], [28], [29], e.g., “Gold policy
always has priority over Silver policy”.
Since it is inherently difﬁcult for humans to compose policy
sets that map each and every condition into a single unique
action, it is essential for systems that employ Action policies to
provide methods for detecting and resolving conﬂicts among
policies. In some cases, static analysis of a set of policies
may be adequate to detect conﬂicts [26], [27]. For example,
if is known a priori that the Gold and Silver classes together
share the entire CPU, then one can determine statically that
the Silver and Gold policies of Eq. (1) are in conﬂict whenever
both of their conditions are satisﬁed, and the system can
prompt the policy author to either modify or prioritize the
rules to remove the ambiguity. In a more complex system in
which CPU may be consumed by several other processes not
explicitly mentioned in the policies, static analysis can only
suggest the possibility of a conﬂict, and it is only during the

running operation of the system that a deﬁnite conﬂict can be
detected [30]. In this case, a possible solution is to establish
which policy should take precedence in the event of a conﬂict.
However, this is not a fully general solution for at least two
reasons. First, one might want to base the choice on the nature
of the conﬂict itself. For example, in terms of Fig. 4, the
choice between the Gold and Silver policies might depend
on the exact location within the upper right hand rectangle,
with preference given to the class that is furthest from its
response time target. Second, and more importantly, one might
want to compromise between the proposed actions, rather than
selecting one over the other. For example, suppose that Gold
and Silver are both failing, and are together consuming 94% of
the available CPU. One might wish to allocate just 4% more
CPU to Gold, and the remaining 2% CPU to Silver.
Now, consider a second policy set that guides the AM’s
resource requests to the Resource Arbiter, for example:
IF (RTG > 100msec OR RTS > 200msec)
AND (CPUG + CPUS > 98%)

(4)

THEN (Request 1 server)
This policy could be invoked repeatedly until the system
achieves its response time goals, or is rebuffed once too often
by the Resource Arbiter. Note that the terms regarding the
CPU threshold in policy 4 need to be commensurate with the
CPU thresholds in policies 2 and 3. In general, the policy
writer is forced to think very carefully about how each newly
added rule may interact with the ones that are already present
in the rule set.
Finally, consider a third policy set used by the Arbiter
to adjudicate among resource allocation requests from three
different Application Managers, e.g.,
Arb1. IF (AMA requests n servers) THEN Grant
: Priority = 10
Arb2. IF (AMB requests n servers) THEN Grant
: Priority = 8

(5)

Arb3. IF (AMC requests n servers) THEN Grant
: Priority = 5
Note that the priority-based scheme does not permit compromises among the various requests, which might well be
desirable in this situation. One way to achieve partial granting
of requests is to write enumerate a set of rules—one for each
possible triple of requests. However, this solution would be
quite unwieldy, and would not generalize if more Application
Managers joined the system.
B. Goal policies
Here we illustrate how the data center’s behavior might be
guided by Goal policies. First, the policy set used by an AM
to govern apportionment of resources between the Silver and
Gold transaction classes would take the form of performance
targets, e.g.,
G. RTG ≤ 100msec
S. RTS ≤ 200msec
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(6)

(Strictly speaking, only the goals themselves appear in (6); the
full policy would be for the system to act so as to achieve these
goals. In what follows, we shall not make ﬁne distinctions
between Goal policies and the goals on which they are based.)
The policy set of (6) is illustrated graphically in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Goal policies for Gold and Silver transaction classes as a function of
desired measured response times for each class. Response-time states to the
left of the vertical line at 100 msec satisfy the Gold criterion; those below the
horizontal line at 200 msec satisfy the Silver criterion. Labels within each of
the four regions formed by the intersection of these two thresholds indicate
which policies are satisﬁed within that region. Hyperbolic curves represent
boundary of feasible regions for a ﬁxed workload and for various assumptions
about total resource; the feasible region lies above and to the right of these
boundaries.

Note that, in contrast to the policy set of Eq. (1), the state
space in question is deﬁned by the desired response times
for Gold and Silver transactions, as opposed to the current
response times. The two policies in Eq. (1) each deﬁne a set of
goal states that are acceptable; the set of acceptable goal states
for the policy set is given by the intersection—the shaded
lower left hand rectangle of Fig. (5).
The policies contain no hints about how the goals are to be
attained; instead, the system must employ other mechanisms
in order to translate these goals into actions. Many such
mechanisms are conceivable, but one can reason about them
in general terms as follows. Denote the response time vector
(TG , TS ) of the two transaction classes by T . In general,
 of the
there will be some functional dependency T (λ, C)
response times upon the request rates λ = (λG , λS ) and the
 =
apportionment of resource among the various classes C
(CPUG , CPUS ).
Treating the quantity of CPU resource in absolute (rather
than fractional terms, as in the previous subsection), suppose
that the total amount of CPU resource available for the Gold
and Silver classes is a constant CPU capacity C0 . Then the
 for all
set of feasible states are those deﬁned by T (λ, C),

1
,
αCi − λi

(7)

where α is some constant of proportionality that relates service
time to CPU resource. The resulting feasible regions are
bounded by hyperbolas, as shown in Fig. 5 for three different
choices of C0 .
There are several cases to consider. First, suppose there
is enough resource to satisfy both the Gold and the Silver
Goal policies. Then the regions of desired and feasible states
overlap. In Fig. 5, this occurs when C0 = 50 servers—note the
roughly triangular region of overlap between the desired states
in the lower left rectangle and the feasible states bounded
by the hyperbola. Any state in this triangle of intersection is
 to
equally acceptable. Then the appropriate action is to set C

any value such that T lies within the desired region.
However, if there is insufﬁcient resource to satisfy both
goals, but enough to satisfy either the Gold or the Silver goal
alone, then there is a policy conﬂict. In Fig. 5, this occurs when
C0 = 10 servers—the hyperbolically bounded feasible region
overlaps with the upper left rectangle (representing states that
satisfy only the Gold policy) and with the lower right rectangle
(representing states that satisfy only the Silver policy), but
not with the lower left rectangle (representing states satisfying
both the Silver and Gold policies).
A common approach to meeting quality of service goals in
network environments is to restrict requests whose required
goal cannot be met [12], [13]. However, data centers are
typically obliged to service all requests (at least up to a certain
request rate threshold). An alternative approach to resolving
the policy conﬂict is to assign priorities to the policies, as with
action policies. However, this conﬂict resolution strategy is not
quite as clear-cut as one might expect. A naive approach is to
successively give up on lower priority goals until one ﬁnally
achieves intersection between the feasible and the desirable
states. However, for some values of λ and C0 , it may be
the case that the Silver goal can be achieved, but the Gold
goal cannot. In Figure 6, this occurs when there are fewer
than ﬁve servers. Should the AM then meet the Silver goal,
but choose a state such that the deviation from the Gold
response time threshold is minimized? Or should most of the
resource be given to Gold to get it as close as possible to
the desired response time goal, even if this means driving
the Silver response time to a very unacceptable level? The
possibilities get even more complex when one considers more
than two transaction classes. Finally, if neither goal can be
satisﬁed individually, then the policy set offers no guidance for
how the system should behave. There is no way to distinguish
any of the feasible states from one another. All are equally
undesirable, because all represent failure, and goal policies
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express only a binary success or failure, not degrees of failure.
As we discussed in the case of Action policies, if the current
resource is insufﬁcient to satisfy the goals, the AM can appeal
to the Resource Arbiter for more resource. In the previous
subsection, this function required a separate policy set. For
Goal policies, this is not strictly necessary. A capacity planning
engine armed with a good system model might be able to
achieve this purely from the Goal policies of Eq. (6). From

knowledge of the current value of λ and the function T (λ, C),
∗

it could compute a value of C required to achieve overlap
between the feasible and desired state and request from the
Resource Arbiter enough additional servers to bring the total
∗
+ CS∗ . In practice, there might be additional
resource to CG
policies that establish further conditions that govern when the
AM would request additional resources.
In response to a request for resource from the AM, the
Arbiter would also ask the other AMs how many servers
they need to meet their Goal policies before determining the
global reallocation of servers. The Arbiter might employ the
Action policies of Policy Set (5). As noted in the previous
subsection, this particular policy set has some protection
against resource allocation conﬂicts that occur when the total
number of available servers is inadequate to satisfy the total
expressed resource needs of the AMs. However, the situation
may be more subtle. Suppose for example that there are several
AMs. If the highest priority AM requests all of the resources,
the other AMs would get nothing. This may not always reﬂect
what is really desired. An alternative is for the Arbiter to itself
use a Goal policy, e.g.,
Ensure that at least 3/4 of the AMs are satisﬁed.

time of Silver transactions. The utility functions can be thought
of as softened versions of the individual goals of Eq. (6). For
Gold utility, the utility peaks at response times of just less than
100 msec, dropping signiﬁcantly as the response time rises
above 100 msec. The Silver utility curve has a similar shape,
with a threshold at 200 msec, but a more gradual transition
from maximum to minimum utility. These two utility functions
can be mathematically combined into a single utility function
in any number of ways. The two-dimensional utility function
of Fig. 7 is obtained simply by summing the individual Gold
and Silver utility functions UG and US , e.g.
U (RTG , RTS ) = UG (RTG ) + US (RTS ).

(9)

Utility
100
80
60
40

Gold

Silver

20
100

200

300

400

Response Time

Fig. 6. Utility functions providing the utility in monetary units as a function
of response time. The solid curve shows the utility for response time of Gold
transactions and the dashed curve shows the utility for response time of Silver
transactions.

(8)

Since this policy set contains just a single goal, there is no
danger of conﬂict in this case. Such a Goal policy could
be reasonable if the data center is conﬁgured with sufﬁcient
servers to ensure it can be met. However, if Goal policy 8
cannot be satisﬁed, there is no guidance as to what the Arbiter
should do.
One can envisage much more complex Arbiter policies that
take into account other information, such as the state or the
importance of each Application Environment; the mechanisms
required to execute them may need to be rather sophisticated.

150
Utility100
50
0
0

500
400
300
200 Silver RT

100
Gold RT

100

200
3000

Fig. 7. A single utility function, providing the utility in monetary units as a
function of joint average response time for Gold and Silver transactions.

C. Utility Function policies
Now we illustrate how the data center’s behavior might be
guided by Utility Function policies. With a Utility Function
policy, the system acts so as to optimize a given utility function, for example by setting control parameters or allocating
resources appropriately. In the remainder of this section, we
focus on the utility functions themselves, and do not make ﬁne
distinctions between Utility Function policies and the utility
functions on which they are based.
First, we consider how utility functions can be used to
apportion resource between the Gold and Silver transaction
classes. Figure 6 shows two utility functions (measured in a
monetary unit such as dollars): one for average response time
of Gold transactions, and the other for the average response

The Goal policies of the previous section established a
binary classiﬁcation of all states into either “desirable” or
“undesirable”. The objective was then to place the system
into any state that was both desirable and feasible—something
that is not possible if these sets do not intersect. With Utility
Function policies, each state has a real value rather than just
a Boolean one, and the objective is to place the system into
the feasible state with the highest utility. Thus there is never a
failure. Also, note that a single utility function maps all states
of interest into a single unique value, and as such only one is
needed. Therefore there cannot be any conﬂicts.
It may however be the case that the highest attainable utility
is deemed unacceptably low. This may be indicated by adding
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an additional Goal policy of the form
The utility should be at least 50

(10)

If the utility falls below 50, the AM could redress the problem
by appealing to the Resource Arbiter for more resources.
Rather than specifying a ﬁxed number of servers, the AM
could compute a resource-level utility function indicating the
value as a function of the number of additional servers and
send this function to the Resource Arbiter. To determine the
resource-level utility function, each AM must compute, for
each number r of servers, the maximal utility it could obtain if
it had r servers and optimized its service-level utility function.
Using the notation from Section III-B, the utility function for
CPU capacity Cr obtained from r servers is
U (Cr ) =

max

 G +CS ≤Cr
C|C


U (T (λ, C))

(11)

To compute the optimal service-level utility that can be obtained from a particular resource level, each AM must possess
a performance model that maps resource level and client
demand into performance.
The Arbiter would query other AMs for their resourcelevel utility functions, and apply its policy to compute a best
allocation. A typical policy for the Arbiter might be:
Maximize sum of utilities of all AMs

(12)

Although this optimization could be expensive (and may
need to be approximated), it is conceptually simple. There are
no conﬂicts that need be be resolved. Instead, the complexity
is placed inside the AMs.
Although Utility Function policies have the beneﬁt of being
naturally conﬂict free, they impose an added burden of precisely specifying numeric values over the entire state space.
It is well established that humans have difﬁculty specifying
utility functions, and much work has been done to understand
and ameliorate the difﬁculty [31], [32], [33]. In our data center
domain, there are at least three challenges associated with
specifying a utility function. One is to determine the appropriate shape of the function. Another challenge is to put multiple
metrics on a common value scale. For the sake of exposition,
this paper has explored a single simple performance metric
only. In a real system, one would employ utility functions
expressing preferences for a variety of performance metrics,
as well as metrics describing availability, security, and any
other service attributes of interest. Combining utility functions
for individual metrics into a common multi-dimensional utility
function requires (say via summation) that the individual utility function share a common value scale; some monetary unit
would be a reasonable choice. A third challenge is to evaluate
the relative value of multiple Application Environments.
At ﬁrst blush, it would seem that Action and Goal policies are easier and more natural for humans to think about
and specify. We acknowledge this to be true in relatively
simple cases, but as we have shown, policy conﬂicts can
complicate this process signiﬁcantly. Indeed, the problem of
evaluating the relative importance of different metrics and of

different Application Environments becomes manifest in even
moderately complex systems. While Utility Function policies
place the burden on humans to be more precise about these
relative tradeoffs, they have the advantage of forcing humans
to consider these issues. In contrast, Action and Goal policies
allow these issues to be swept under the rug, which can result
in conﬂicts. Determining the appropriate shape for Utility
Functions can be challenging, but often one can simplify this
problem by starting out with what are effectively smoothed
out goals, as with the Utility Function policies of Figure 6.
D. Mixing Policy Types
Observe that different components can use different types of
policies. In Section III-B we showed an example in which an
Application Manager used Goal policies and the Arbiter used
an Action policy. As another example, the Arbiter can use a
Utility Function policy even if the AMs are using other types
of policies. For instance, if the AMs are using either Action or
Goal policies for requesting more servers (as in sections III-A
or III-B), the AM might use the following Utility Function
policy:
Maximize num(AMs) whose resource requests are granted
(13)
However, policy types cannot be mixed arbitrarily. For example, the Arbiter’s policy has to be consistent with the form
of the resource requests, which depend on the type of policy
used by the AM issuing the request. Policies (8) and (13)
would not be meaningful if the AMs expressed the resource
requests in terms of resource utility functions, as in Eq. (11).
Likewise, the Arbiter could not use a Utility Function policy
such as (12) if the AMs issued requests for a speciﬁc quantity
of resource, as in section III-B. These examples hint at the
careful relationship that must be maintained between policies
used by various elements in an autonomic computing system
and the protocols for interaction between the elements.
Handling multiple policy types within the same component is also possible, but much more complicated. Here we
highlight some of the salient issues. Overall, Utility Function
and Goal policies tend to be more naturally compatible with
one another than either is with Action policies. The reason is
simple: both are expressed in terms of the space of desired
states rather than the current state. We anticipate that one
common pattern for combining Utility Function and Goal
policies within a single component will involve using a Goal
policy as a constraint on the optimization problem deﬁned by
the Utility Function policy.
For example, consider an Application Manager with a
Policy Set consisting of two policies: the Utility Function
shown in Figure 7, plus the Goal policy RTG ≤ 200msec.
Expressed as a constraint to the optimization procedure, the
Goal policy would simply exclude the region of state space
lying above RTG = 200msec. As another example, consider
the communication between this AM and the Resource Arbiter.
The hard constraint on RTG might translate into a hard
constraint on the minimum number of servers that the AM
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must obtain in order to satisfy its Policy Set. In other words,
the AM could submit the constraint “Obtain at least 1 server”
along with its utility function. If the Resource Arbiter uses a
Utility Function policy like (12), and it is willing to accept
this constraint by dynamically (and temporarily) adding it to
its own Policy Set, then the Resource Arbiter’s Policy Set is
likewise a mixture of Utility Function and Goal policies.
Of course, since Goal policies introduce constraints, and
thus eliminate regions of state space, Policy Sets that mix
Utility Function and Goal policies possess the same problems
as pure Goal Policy Sets. Chief among these problems are
the possibility of failure to satisfy the Policy Set (which
necessitates other policies that govern behavior in the event
of failure), and the possibility of conﬂict if there are multiple
constraints that are not mutually satisﬁable (which is really
just a special case of Policy Set failure).
Combining Action policies with Utility Function policies
or Goal policies is more problematic. If the optimizer that
operates upon the utility function tries to control variables that
appear in the Action clause of an Action policy, conﬂicts are
bound to occur. Unfortunately, the control variables available
to the optimizer (e.g. the CPU devoted to each class, in
our simple example) are typically not mentioned explicitly
in the utility function. Therefore, pure syntactic checking of
the Policy Set alone cannot reveal potential conﬂicts. If it is
somehow determined that there is a potential conﬂict (through
detailed knowledge of the control variables available to the
optimizer, for example), then the various options for conﬂict
resolution discussed in Section III-A may be explored, such
as assigning priorities to the policies or writing more general
metapolicies.
A possible way to minimize the risk of conﬂicts between
Action and Utility Function policies employed within the
same component is to ensure that they are applied to very
different classes of service attributes, such as performance and
availability or security. However, this is not a sureﬁre solution because the control variables that underlie performance,
availability and security are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
For example, consider a utility function for performance. The
optimizer that takes the utility function as its objective may
have as one of its control variables the number of servers
allocated to each transaction class. An Action policy may
govern the availability characteristics for the Gold class by
controlling (among other things) the number of servers that
are allocated to it. Once again, conﬂict is possible.
Another way to avoid conﬂict is to ensure that the optimizer
cannot control any variable mentioned in the Action clause of
an Action policy. This may work, although it is still possible
that indirect interactions among variables will cause trouble.
For example, certain actions (such as installation of new
software) may temporarily make a resource (along with any
associated control variables) temporarily unavailable. If the
optimizer is not aware of this outage, and it relies on some of
these control variables, it may produce inappropriate results.

IV. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a uniﬁed view of different types of
autonomic computing policy from an AI perspective. States
and actions are the key concepts that relate Action, Goal, and
Utility Function policies. In accordance with the AI principle
of rational agents, the purpose of a policy is to provide
guidance for an autonomic system to choose actions that move
it into desirable states. Still, only if the policies are complete
and coherent can rationality be realized in the system and
correct behavior be achieved.
To this end, policies must cover the entire state space
and provide unambiguous guidance to the system. Because
this cannot generally be achieved by considering individual
policies in isolation, Policy Sets are the right way to think
about policy. Unfortunately, people typically think of policies
individually, rather than as Policy Sets, because they have
difﬁculty comprehending and reasoning about Policy Sets in
systems of realistic complexity. As seen in section III-A, even
small Policy Sets can exhibit subtle complexities. This points
to a need for mechanisms to enforce the use of Policy Sets,
and to support their creation and management.
Possessing a uniﬁed view of policy gives us the power to
mix the different types of policy within a system, so long as
we ensure that unambiguous action is guaranteed across the
entire state space. Our data center scenario illustrated some
inherent advantages and disadvantages of each of the different
types of policy.
A nice feature of Action policies is that they do not require
an operational model of the system in order to be used. In
real systems, performance models will be considerably more
complex than the simple M/M/1 queuing model given in Eq. 7.
It will be hard to obtain accurate models of real, complex systems, and by and large they do not exist today. For this reason,
we expect Action policies to predominate in early autonomic
computing systems. One might argue that Action policies are
also appealing in their simplicity, but this is debatable. Action
policies require the user to know about the space of control
variables as well as the state space, which typically requires
a large amount of domain expertise. Furthermore, even in
the simple examples of this paper, we found it necessary to
reconceive our two simple initial Action rules—which seem
quite reasonable on ﬁrst inspection—to ensure that the AM
would avoid conﬂict. Although our example is idealized, the
revised rule (3) is somewhat complex, and requires a bit of
thought for a human to verify its correctness. Priority schemes
are another approach, but in either case it seems clear that even
moderately larger policy sets would become quite unwieldy.
As system models and planners become better and more
widely available, Goal based policies will become more feasible and more prevalent. Goal policies have an advantage
over Action policies because they give an autonomic system
the ﬂexibility to choose the best actions under the current
conditions. Furthermore, Goal policies reduce the burden on
the user because they are expressed only in terms of the state
space, leaving to an automated mechanism like an optimizer or
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planner the task of dealing with the space of control variables
(such as CPU allocation in our simple example). Thus the
user need only deal with a smaller and easier set of variables.
However, Goal policies are dependent upon system models and
planning algorithms, and moreover they are still susceptible
to conﬂict. When not all goals can be realized, the Goal
policies alone provide no guidance. Additional policies and
mechanisms may be needed to resolve the impasse, all of
which can complicate the resulting Policy Set.
Utility Function policies are quite appealing for advanced
autonomic computing systems because they inherently avoid
conﬂicts. Optimizing a utility function is conceptually more
straightforward than having to patch a Policy Set with additional policies, priorities, and various conﬂict resolution
mechanisms, as is necessary for Action and Goal policies.
However, as with Goal policies, Utility Function policies rely
on the existence of potentially complex system models and
optimization algorithms. Furthermore, since it is difﬁcult for
humans to specify them, Utility Function policies will not be
very usable until we have good interfaces and algorithms for
eliciting them. It may take a some years of solid research
effort to address all of these issues, but ultimately the inherent
advantages of Utility Function policies may make them the
predominant form of policy.
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